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1. Introduction: distinctive features of the rural areas

The changes which have occurred in the last years relating to the occupational structure

reflect in the rural economies a labour movement from the primary sector toward other

sectors such as industry and services. As far as rural development is concerned there are

many different theories that explain why there changes have come about. On the one

hand, the lack of geographical advantages, the necessary costs to attract industrial

companies or of services that offer places of work, together with the inability of the

capital markets to finance profitable projects and the absence of a "market" of support

services for companies, has helped the installation of these in urban, rather than rural,

areas. On the other hand, low wages, the absence of union activity, the lower energy

costs and the local incentives for industrial development are cited as causes of growth.

Referring to the job markets, few studies have been accomplished which could provide

empirical data on the processes of the rural job market. There are two theories: that of

salary competition and human capital, and the one which recognises union action and

salary regulation and of customs as principal aspects that modify the competition

conditions.

The activity rates and the wages tend to be lower in rural areas. Furthermore,

sociological studies have documented the existence of large differences between social

systems, attitudes and values between the rural and urban zones.

These observations, and other aspects that we will deal with, cause us to assume, by and

large, that the job markets in rural areas have a series of peculiar characteristics, that

differentiate them from the job markets in urban areas.

2. The rural context

To discover the rurality of Catalan regions, with the aim of highlighting those rural

regions which are object of attention, we will use the methodology used by F. Martín Gil

(1995) in his classification of Spanish provinces, from greater to lesser rurality. To do

this we will use the index of rurality (rural index) as a base, this is calculated from three

points: density of population, resident population in municipalities of less than 10,000

inhabitants and the proportion of agrarian employment. With these indicators we will
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arrange the Catalan regions in three groups: in the first we will arrange the counties from

lesser to greater density of population; in the second, greater to lesser number of

inhabitants in municipalities of less than 10.000 ; and in the third, greater to smaller

number of agrarian workers. The criterion of the ranking is based on emphasising, in

each group, the most rural regions according to the indicator. The next step consists of

giving a score of 1 to 4 to each region, giving the value 4 to the 10 regions with the least

density of population, the greatest proportion of resident population in municipalities of

less than 10.000 inhabitants and with the greater number of agrarian workers; the value 3

to the next 10 regions, 2 to the next and 1 to the last 11.

As the aim is to relate the work conditions to the factor of territory, we have created a

labour index, using the same methodology, but using 4 indicators: total activity rate,

female activity rate, rate of strikes and self-employed workers . In this case the 4 groups

have been arranged according to a lower to higher total activity rate and female activity

rate, a lower to higher rate of strikes and a higher to lower proportion of self-employed

workers. All the criteria from greater to lesser rurality. Equally, it has been given a score

from 1 to 4.

In this way the results of the two classifications can be shown in the following table 1:

With the aim of highlighting the most rural Catalan regions we have grouped them in

quartiles according to the ranking of the indices. In this case we have observed that those

regions with equal value form part of the same quartile, therefore the separation is not

perfect regarding the quartile. However, we can distinguish two groups of regions, those

that are found in the first two quartiles in the two classifications, which we will consider

as rural and those which are found in the last two quartiles which we will consider urban.

In table 2 we have this classification. Regarding the separation, we observe that only 4 of

the 41 regions are found outside of the two groups (Alt Camp, Ripollés, Alt Empordà

and El Segrià). This datum does not affect the end result. Therefore, there are 19 regions

that we consider rural (Les Garrigues, La Noguera, El Pallars Jussà, El Pallars Sobirà, El

Priorat, La Segarra, El Solsonés, La Terra Alta, L’Alta Ribagorça, La Cerdanya, La

Ribera d’Ebre, La Val d’Aran, L’Alt Urgell, El Montsià, El Plà d’Urgell, L’Urgell, el

Baix Ebre, El Berguedà and la Conca de Barbera).

Basing our research, mainly, on the annual reports of La Caixa de Catalunya on the

economic development of Catalonia, and on other complementary sources, we are able
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to highlight the principal features that characterise the productive structure of the rural

environment, with the aim of contextualising the environment in which we are analysing

the labour policies applied by the companies located in these zones:

- In occupational terms, there are more small units of production than large.

The strength of these has grown in the last few years, in large part, due to the

high percentage of mercantile production units created by individual workers

on their own account.

- There is an increasingly active presence of foreign multinational companiesi.

In most cases they are local companies, whose origin was local –

entrepreneurial initiative and local capital - which, over the years, have sold

part or all of the capital to more potent entrepreneurial groups.

- The sectored composition of jobs reflects the predominance of the primary

sector in all the rural regions, the industrial specialisation is concentrated in a

few subsectors (food, textiles, extraction of non-metallic minerals and wood).

- These industries are characterised by being labour intensive, with low

technological innovation and traditional systems of production organisation.

- There is a high level of agricultural work and stockbreeding. In these regions

it is greater than the Catalan and state average, although it has also been seen

to be affected by the changes and pace of growth in economic developmentii .

Regarding the composition of the population and its behaviour, the distinctive features

that we find in rural areas are:

- The personal relationships in zones with low population density are based on

the generalised knowledge among the residents, therefore strong ownership

and loyalty links are established.

- The division of the work according to gender is more stressed in the rural

zones, generally because of stronger traditions and customs, therefore women

principally do the domestic work and their activity away from the household

is less than in other zones.

- The culture of self-sufficiency and ownership is a characteristic which is more

accentuated in the rural population, since it is considered to be a self-

sufficient population, able and with a capacity for rapid adjustment to
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situations of need, the traditional agricultural economy of autosubsistence still

is found deeply rooted.

- Pluriactivity is a part of combining occupation in the primary sector with

other sectorsiii , in spite of the fact that this is a phenomenon in decline since

the new generations tend to ignore the activity of the primary sector.

Referring to the job market indicators, in the rural areas we highlight the following

aspects:

- The activity rate tends be lower with respect to that of the urban areas, a

situation created by, among other things, the lower female participation, the

generalised ageing of the population and by the existence of a lot of irregular

work.

- The female activity rate is lower, due to the high presence of women in

irregular employment, the low salary levels and the lack of a generalised

occupational description, above all in the female population of higher age.

- The rate of strikes is relatively low, a fact attributable, in part, to the rural

exodus and in part to the high levels of self employment. To this effect, we

verify that for given activities and work posts, in rural areas, it can be difficult

to find work.

- The levels of self employment are higher for different reasons. On the one

hand, agrarian development is mainly low and of familiar character and, on

the other hand, the greater bias toward this type of work on the part of the

rural population.

- The salary levels are lower because the workers conditions are also inferior, a

situation caused by the importance of the irregular employment, the close

relationships between company and worker, the weak union influence, the

rural self-sufficiency mentality and the lower standard of living in these zones.

- There are other factors, such as the high level of temporary contracting and

the high workforce rotation and mobility.

3. The entrepreneurial labour policies
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The labour policies are carried out according to certain economic, social, political and

institutional conditions, which differ according to the territory and country where the

companies are located and according to the characteristics of the companies.

This is one of the most important keys which determine the workers conditions in small

and medium companies, above all in those which are the type of companies that

characterise the territory which is the object of this analysis and, therefore, is considered

an issue that should be explained.

The labour policies, which are the instrument through which the companies recruit,

motivate and control their workers, have been converted into solely policies of work,

managing the workers as just one more productive resource. From there the labour

policies become policies of human resources. The current aim of these is to adapt the

quantity of work and the availability of the workers to production needs.

On the one hand, these policies provoke the differentiation between unstable and stable

contracting as consequence of the application of policies of flexibility for the use of

labour as a productive resource.

The permanent job has been substituted by the temporary job and greater occupational

flexibility has meant:

- Smaller risks in contracting because of the high degree of occupational

instability.

- A better position for the companies in long-term recruitment of workers,

since there are long probation periods and recourse to temporary contracting

companies.

- Improvements in the control of work and in the exercising of authority, since

the workers in unstable situations accept management decisions with greater

ease and feel threatened by the possibility of being automatically dismissed at

the end of the contract period.

- Greater pressure on permanent workers, who depend on institutional factors

such as the action of the Public Administration and union action, as well as on

personal factors of the worker such as professional qualifications.

- Substitution of unmotivated and costly workers for more motivated and more

inexpensive ones.
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Evidently, this set of possibilities which the policies of flexible workers offer will be more

or less significant depending on the companies, being more generalised in small and

medium businessesiv, those of smaller union incidence and those of lower technological

innovation.

From this, discretionary management on the part of the small and medium businesses is

derived from and is manifested in the following areas:

- In task assignment: it is not normally referred to as work rather as of tasks or

groups of tasks to be developed on behalf of the workers.

- In pay: the companies normally observe the collective agreement (generally

the area of application is superior to the strictly business one) and, apart from

this, most cases are conceded, with great discretion on the part of the

companies – which in most cases is translated into greater power of

negotiation -, in individual bonuses and incentivesv.

- In the work period: although the annual period is set in the collective

agreement, it is normal to work overtime, even above the amount in the

agreement, the amount of which depends exclusively on management

decisionsvi.

Although this control could imply a conflictive undercurrent, in the majority of

companies it is solved in a friendly way.

This type of flexible labour policy is applicable in a multitude of companies, those which

are characterised by control and discretion as well as those which lack it. With this, we

want show that flexibility of working conditions can coexist with different styles of

managementvii , but in this case, what we want to highlight is that they are derived from

behaviour close to the business autarky.

4. The occupation policies in small and medium rural companies: the individual

relationiship between company and workers
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The occupation policies of small and medium companies in rural areas contrasts with

those of the urban zones. These companies constitute the principal source of regular

work.

The workers in these companies receive low wages, with practically no social

advantages, the working conditions tend be hard and the work pace tends to be rapid.

Normally these companies have little union presence and, in the event of union presence,

its incidence tends be very weak.

The conditions that these jobs offer tends be very generalised, the work is limited and has

few exits because of the reduced possibilities of promotion.

The workers employed in these companies tend be identify with the company objectives,

they are loyal, work hard and are concerned about the production level as well as its

quality. The quit rates are low and dismissed workers can be readmitted with time,

therefore labour is recruited with relative ease, above all the female worker.

The rotation of the workforce is concentrated in given groups, at the same time as is

shown the availability of staying in the workplace the necessary time for the company.

In compensation, the companies show they have commitments to their workers,

readmitting the dismissed and giving preference to their family and friends with new

contracts and helping them in moments of economic difficulty. Although this is not found

formally codified, it is at the discretion of the manager and the workers.

This link between the workers, the job and the company can be due to the basic

characteristics of the rural working population, which from its education and culture

tends to respond positively towards the authority of the company. In spite of this, when a

rural worker goes from a small company to a larger company changes their behaviour,

moulding to the new working environment.

A second possible explanation is that of a response which is made in a situation of excess

of labour, wishing to keep the job under threat of dismissal. One must take into account

that in small and medium companies, lacking union incidence, the worker can feel less

protected.

The third explanation derives from the influence of the working policies from the small

and medium companies on the attitude of the workers, characterised by the presence of

paternalism. These policies, depending on the company, help to improve the working

conditions, which are translated into a personal and familiar knowledge of the worker by
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the businessman, special consideration to the members of his family and to the

adaptation, where possible, of the working period to suit their personal needsviii .

Small and medium rural companies do not offer social advantages as a right, but offer

similar advantages in a discretionary way. These implicit contracts between company and

workers, which constitute the basis of the paternalistic working relationship, are based

on usage and not on a written norm.

Referring to new contracts, preference will be given to family of the loyal workers,

increasing the economic dependency and the welfare of the family with respect to the

progress of the company.

Quitting is the greatest show of disloyalty, the worker remains labelled and this stops

them from being contracted again, even in other companies in the same area and of

similar characteristics, such as the paternalistic attitudes presence.

The paternalistic businessman tries to contract special workers willing, to work in

exchange for a low salary, to be identified with the entrepreneurial objectives and to

work with zeal to obtain them.

Paternalism works as a balance to a high productivity level and commitment of the

workers to the company.

Another advantage, is the possibility of using labour as a variable production factor,

being able to dismiss workers in a controlled way, in the sense that having been

dismissed they will be the first to be readmitted once they have been guaranteed

unemployment benefit. This means that companies recover workers with ease, with the

obvious disadvantages for the companies in an environment of lower incidence.

The paternalistic relationship is a relationship of dependency in which the workers

depend on the company more than the contrary. The businessman gives advantages

discretionally, while the worker gives loyalty, it being more difficult to substitute the gift

of the businessman than the worker, therefore the exchange between the two is unequal.

5. Working conditions and occupational relationships

From the rural context and the working policies that the companies apply in these areas

we can gather the following generalised working conditions:
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- Work periods are very flexible: overtime is very customary, they will already

be structural or economic. The fact that the salary levels are low facilitates

the acceptance of overtime on the part of the workers. Holidays are

distributed throughout the year.

- Schedule flexibility: shiftwork is generalised as criterion to obtain the

maximum yield from company investmentsix.

- Low salary levels: in spite of the fact that in most companies the national

collective agreement is applied, the company agreements in which the

increases and bonuses are agreed reflect the fact that the wages are lower

than in urban zones.

- Increased intensity of work: in the majority of companies in which traditional

systems of organisation of production and work (under Taylorist and Fordist

criteria) are applied, the pace of work is imposed by the assembly or

transportation lines and the jobs are very demarcated, with each worker

responding individually to the intensity imposed by the development of

repetitive and monotonous tasks.

- Occupational instability: temporary contracting is found between 20 and 30%

of the personnel, though in most companies the production level is quite

stable. This is due to the generalisation of the use of temporary contracting as

an access route to the companies.

- Decrease in professional qualification: a situation that demonstrates the

profile of the industries set up in these zones, labour intensive, Fordist

organisation based on the repetitive execution of monotonous tasks, etc. The

learning of the tasks by the workers has never been expressed as a problem.

- Generalised union presence but with little activity: in nearly all the companies

there is a company committee and union sections, but in spite of its work and

recognition as speaker on the part of the company, negotiations are minimal

and integration with the group of earners is weak.

- Contracting out of given activities: this deals with structural activities within

the organisation of the production process, but which the companies the have

contracted out making them dependent on subcontracted companies.

The occupational relationships depend on the following factors:
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- Generalised application of collective agreements of the state, leaving in their

hands the negotiation in the company area of complementary aspects, such as

the working period, holiday allotment, salary increases and productivity

bonuses, etc. Due to the smaller union incidence in these zones, this

negotiating strategy benefits the companies considerably.

- Weak union action, made more difficult by the aforementioned working

conditions, of which we highlight the occupational instability, the lack of

professional qualification, the low cultural and academic level of most of

workers, the weak training of the union representatives, certain anti-union

policies, weak worker identity among the rural population, etc.

- Selective contracting: access to the companies mainly through personal

relationships, preferably selecting young workers for their physical

preparation (agility and ability), acceptance of any working conditions, etc.,

therefore we find very young employeesx.

- Increased presence of foreign workers, due to the fact that they have come to

these zones seeking work in agriculture and as this activity is seasonal, have

had that to complement it with work in the industrial sector, in which, little by

little, they have become incorporated definitively.

- Low incidence of unemployment, since in the province of Lleida, where the

unemployment rate is very low, there are not many difficulties in recruiting

labour, there are a few exceptions.

6. The structure of the market

In the structure of the job market which we are defining is explained in function of:

- The importance of the social relationship and other institutional procedures

that regulate the assignment of jobs.

- The growing importance of contracting and training in the work place

undergone in the company.

- The certainty on the behaviour of the workers.

In this way institutional elements are introduced to explain the mobility of the workers as

well as the salary structure (not that they are necessarily connected processes). The
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existence of non-competitive markets has been attributed to the institutionalisation of the

free markets, as consequence of the formal and informal procedures. The occupational

analysis is centred in the institutionalised company, so that the market remains reduced to

a minimum, irreducible for the established procedures that fix some of the clearest

frontiers between the internal and external markets and they are the result of the conduct

of groups (the decisions are taken by the collectives: representative of the workers and

the executive). The company appears as a categorising agent of individuals and of

differential distribution of careers.

A fundamental element is the inflexibility of the procedures that govern each and every

one of the aspects of the relationship of work.

In this sense we want to highlight the individualised occupational relationship which

derives from the paternalistic relationship, on the part of the companies, to the one which

all the workers have to be submitted under the protection of weak union action, and this

union presence does not take the lead that the workers of the sector need to reduce the

discretion which the companies enjoy. However, this presence serves as a means of

information and conference to legitimise business decisions on occupational matters.

The central idea that we are developing is: that the processes of assignment, training,

promotion, determination of wages, among others, as well as the conduct features of the

workers and of the directors are qualitatively different depending on which market

segment we are in.

Concluding, highlighting the chaotic object of this study, the occupational segmentation

policies are defined in:

- The organisation of work and production based on traditional systems with a

vast division of the work. These policies are suitable to fragment the

workforce, to endow it with little autonomy in the development of the work

and to increase the control over the workers.

- Working policies based on different contractual frameworks. There are

different groups of workers differentiated by their occupational situation.

- Cataloguing of jobs for defined groups, seeking homogeneity within each

group (the group differences are greater, as well as the mobility barriers). The

work conditions of each group are different.
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- Taking advantage of the socio-economic context: the family, social and

cultural context of the candidates to be incorporated into the company are

known by the directors of the company.

With these four policies a framework is established in which the companies increase the

possibilities of deciding with discretion the measures to adopt in the different areas of

performance.

The occupational dynamics of the companies in this area is defined in:

- The power to have a reduced group from among which are found the internal

workers and possible candidates for employment with the advantage of a

better knowledge of the workers and of a better mutual adaptation.

- The location in zones with low population density facilitates the fact that the

inhabitants identify with the progress of the company.

- If in a reduced area there are different companies with the same production

specialisation, we can speak of the " internal market of enlarged company", to

take advantage the trained workers’ rotation.

- The points of entry are located in given jobs.

- The representatives of the workers, where union incidence is weak, stimulate

the dynamics of the internal work markets to:

a. Improve the control over the workers’ collectives.

b. Establish some lasting working relationships.

c. Participate in the selection of employees.

d. Improve knowledge between the directors, workers and representatives in

extra-salary areas, something which facilitates occupational collaboration

and the reduction of conflicts.

7. Conclusions

Looking at the working conditions and the type of working relationships that we have

shown, as well as the type of industrial companies that dominate in the rural areas, the
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working policies and the paternalistic control that they apply, we highlight that in the

rural areas we find a segmentation of labour characterised by:

A segment formed by workers with occupational stability and that occupy jobs in the

administrative, technical and executive sections of the companies, who in total represent

10% of the total workforce of each company.

A segment formed by the production workers, the common characteristic of whom is

occupational precariousness, in spite of the fact that this is manifested in a diversity of

situations. By this, we want to say that the precariousness is not solely synonymous with

temporary work, but also with insecurity and uncertainty. Permanent contracting only

means that to be dismissed involves receiving compensation, it is the only advantage that

there is with respect to the other, as the working conditions are very similar.

In this way we have concluded that, on the basis of the investigation carried out, working

conditions and working relationships in the companies located in rural areas reflect, in

good part, an occupational segmentation of its own, with respect to that in urban areas.

Because of this there is an occupational segmentation by motive of territory.

L
,Q WKH LQYHVWLJDWLRQ WKDW ZH KDYH FDUULHG RXW� LW KDV EHHQ SURYHQ WKDW WKH PXOWLQDWLRQDO

FRPSDQLHV GR QRW LQWHUYHQH LQ ZRUNLQJ SROLFLHV� OHDYLQJ WKHP WR WKH IUHH GHFLVLRQ RI WKH

ORFDO GLUHFWRUV�

LL
,Q WKH ODVW \HDUV WKH SULPDU\ VHFWRU KDV H[SHOOHG ODERXU ZKLFK KDV JRQH WR RWKHU

VHFWRUV� WKHUHIRUH WKH DYDLODELOLW\ RI ODERXU� DV D UXOH� LW KDV EHHQ LPSRUWDQW IRU WKH

LQGXVWULDO FRPSDQLHV ORFDWHG LQ UXUDO DUHDV�

LLL
)URP WKH SOXULDFWLYLW\ EDVHG RQ RFFXSDWLRQ LQ WKH SULPDU\ VHFWRU DV D SULQFLSDO

DFWLYLW\ KDV SDVVHG WR RWKHUV LQ ZKLFK WKLV RFFXSDWLRQ LV FRQVLGHUHG FRPSOHPHQWDU\�

LY
�,I DUH WKHUH DQ\ SUDFWLFDOO\ FRPPRQ IHDWXUHV WR WKH ODERXU SROLFLHV RI DOO WKH VPDOO

DQG PHGLXP FRPSDQLHV � LW LV WKDW RI WKHLU DOPRVW WRWDO DGDSWDWLRQ RI WKHLU SHUVRQQHO WR

SURGXFWLRQ QHHGV� GHFLGHG DQG GLUHFWHG H[FOXVLYHO\ E\ WKH EXVLQHVVPDQ� �-�-� &DVWOH�

������ 4XRWHG E\ &� 3ULHWR ������

Y

,Q VSLWH RI WKH GLVFUHWLRQ XVHG E\ PDQDJHPHQW� WKH ERQXVHV DQG SD\ LQFHQWLYHV LQ WKH

FROOHFWLYH DJUHHPHQWV DUH HVWDEOLVKHG IRU SURIHVVLRQDO FDWHJRULHV� EXW EDVLFDOO\ WKHVH DUH

LQ IXQFWLRQ RI WKH SDFH RI ZRUN� DQG DUH GHWHUPLQHG ZLWK TXLWH D ODUJH GHFLVLRQ ELDV RQ
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WKH SDUW RI WKH FRPSDQLHV� WKRXJK WKH\ VKRXOG IXOILO WKH UHTXLUHPHQW RI EHLQJ

FRYHQDQWHG ZLWK WKH OHJDO UHSUHVHQWDWLYHV RI WKH ZRUNHUV�

YL 2Q WKH EDVLV RI LQWHUYLHZV FDUULHG RXW� LQ PRVW FDVHV WKH ZRUNHUV DUH WROG ZLWK YHU\

OLWWOH ZDUQLQJ z LQ VRPH FDVHV DW WKH PRPHQW RI EHLQJ HPSOR\HG � WKH ZRUNLQJ SHULRG

DQG WKH DPRXQW RI RYHUWLPH� D VLWXDWLRQ WKDW LV DFFHSWHG IRU HFRQRPLF UHDVRQV�

YLL ,Q WKH ODUJH FRPSDQLHV� DQG LQ VRPH LQVWDQFHV RI WKH VPDOO DQG PHGLXP RQHV� WKH

DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKHVH ZRUNLQJ SROLFLHV LV PRUH FRPSOH[� DERYH DOO EHFDXVH RI WKH

SUHVHQFH RI FROOHFWLYH RUJDQLVDWLRQV RI WKH ZRUNHUV ZKLFK KDYH OHJDO UHSUHVHQWDWLYHV

ZLWKLQ HDFK FRPSDQ\ DQG WKDW GHIHQG WKHLU LQWHUHVWV�

YLLL
*LYHQ WKH H[LVWHQFH RI SOXULDFWLYLW\� WKH KROLGD\ DQG OHDYH DUH DGDSWHG� LQ PDQ\

FDVHV� WR WKH QHHGV RI WKH ZRUNHUV�

L[
,Q WKH PHDW LQGXVWU\� WKH VFKHGXOH RI DQLPDO VODXJKWHU WHQGV WR EHJLQ DW �����K� DW

�����K� DW �����K RU DW �����K� GHSHQGLQJ RQ WKH FDVHV LQYHVWLJDWHG� 7KH UHVW RI WKH

WDVNV DUH GRQH ODWHU� LQ RQH RU WZR VKLIWV�

[

7KH \RXQJ DYHUDJH DJH LV DOVR FDXVHG E\ WKH IDFW WKDW PRVW RI WKH ZRUNHUV FRUUHVSRQG

WR QHZ JHQHUDWLRQV RI DJULFXOWXUDO DQG VWRFNEUHHGLQJ IDPLOLHV ZKLFK KDYH DEDQGRQHG

WKLV DFWLYLW\� 7KH SRSXODWLRQ RI KLJKHU DJH LQ WKH UXUDO ]RQHV VWLOO GHSHQGV� LQ ODUJH SDUW�

RQ WKH SULPDU\ VHFWRU�
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6WUHHN� :�6WUHHN� :� ������� |0DQDJHPHQW GH OD LQFHUWLGXPEUH H LQFHUWLGXPEUH GHO PDQDJHPDQW�

ORV HPSUHVDULRV� ODV UHODFLRQHV ODERUDOHV \ HO DMXVWH LQGXVWULDO GXUDQWH OD FULVLV}� 3DSHOHV

GH HFRQRP¯D HVSD«ROD Qo ��

$11(;($11(;(

Cuadro 1- Rural and labour index of catalan regions

5XUDO ,QGH[5XUDO ,QGH[ /DERXU ,QGH[/DERXU ,QGH[

3DOODUV -XVV»3DOODUV -XVV» �� 1RJXHUD1RJXHUD ��

3ULRUDW3ULRUDW �� Pallars Jussà ��

Solsonés �� 3OD G
8UJHOO3OD G
8UJHOO ��

7HUUD $OWD7HUUD $OWD �� *DUULJXHV*DUULJXHV ��

$OWD 5LEDJRUµD$OWD 5LEDJRUµD �� 0RQWVL»0RQWVL» ��

&HUGDQ\D&HUGDQ\D �� 8UJHOO8UJHOO ��
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*DUULJXHV*DUULJXHV �� $OW 8UJHOO$OW 8UJHOO ��

1RJXHUD1RJXHUD �� 3DOODUV 6RELU»3DOODUV 6RELU» ��

3DOODUV 6RELU»3DOODUV 6RELU» �� 3ULRUDW3ULRUDW ��

5LEHUD G
(EUH5LEHUD G
(EUH �� 6HJDUUD6HJDUUD ��

6HJDUUD6HJDUUD �� 6ROVRQ³V6ROVRQ³V ��

9DO G
$UDQ9DO G
$UDQ �� 7HUUD $OWD7HUUD $OWD ��

&RQFD GH %DUEHU»&RQFD GH %DUEHU» �� %HUJXHG»%HUJXHG» ��

3OD G
8UJHOO3OD G
8UJHOO �� &HUGDQ\D&HUGDQ\D ��

$OW 8UJHOO$OW 8UJHOO � &RQFD GH %DUEHU»&RQFD GH %DUEHU» ��

8UJHOO8UJHOO � 5LEHUD G
(EUH5LEHUD G
(EUH ��

$OW &DPS$OW &DPS � 6HJUL»6HJUL» ��

%DL[ (EUH%DL[ (EUH � %DL[ (EUH%DL[ (EUH ��

%HUJXHG»%HUJXHG» � $OW (PSRUG»$OW (PSRUG» ��

0RQWVL»0RQWVL» � $OWD 5LEDJRUµD$OWD 5LEDJRUµD ��

5LSROO³V5LSROO³V � 9DO G
$UDQ9DO G
$UDQ ��

$OW 3HQHG³V$OW 3HQHG³V � $OW 3HQHG³V$OW 3HQHG³V �

*DUURW[D*DUURW[D � %DJHV%DJHV �

$OW (PSRUG»$OW (PSRUG» � *DUURW[D*DUURW[D �

%DJHV%DJHV � $OW &DPS$OW &DPS �

%DL[ 3HQHG³V%DL[ 3HQHG³V � %DL[ &DPS%DL[ &DPS �

2VRQD2VRQD � 5LSROO³V5LSROO³V �

6HJUL»6HJUL» � Baix Empordà �

$QRLD$QRLD � %DL[ 3HQHG³V%DL[ 3HQHG³V �

%DL[ (PSRUG»%DL[ (PSRUG» � %DUFHORQ³V%DUFHORQ³V �

3OD GH O
(VWDQ\3OD GH O
(VWDQ\ � 0DUHVPH0DUHVPH �

6HOYD6HOYD � 2VRQD2VRQD �

%DL[ &DPS%DL[ &DPS � 3OD GH O
(VWDQ\3OD GH O
(VWDQ\ �

%DL[ /OREUHJDW%DL[ /OREUHJDW � 6HOYD6HOYD �

%DUFHORQ³V%DUFHORQ³V � 7DUUDJRQ³V7DUUDJRQ³V �

*DUUDI*DUUDI � *DUUDI*DUUDI �

*LURQ³V*LURQ³V � $QRLD$QRLD �

0DUHVPH0DUHVPH � %DL[ /OREUHJDW%DL[ /OREUHJDW �

7DUUDJRQ³V7DUUDJRQ³V � 9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO �

9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO � 9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO �

9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO � *LURQ³V*LURQ³V �

6RXUFH� ,QVWLWXWR GH HVWDG¯VWLFD GH &DWDOXQ\D DQG RZQ HODERUDWLRQ

&XDGUR ��� 4XDUWLOHV WR 5XUDO DQG ODERXU LQGH[&XDGUR ��� 4XDUWLOHV WR 5XUDO DQG ODERXU LQGH[

4XDUWLO 5XUDO4XDUWLO 5XUDO 4XDUWLO ODERXU4XDUWLO ODERXU
*DUULJXHV*DUULJXHV � *DUULJXHV*DUULJXHV �

1RJXHUD1RJXHUD � 1RJXHUD1RJXHUD �

3DOODUV -XVV»3DOODUV -XVV» � 3DOODUV -XVV»3DOODUV -XVV» �

3DOODUV 6RELU»3DOODUV 6RELU» � 3DOODUV 6RELU»3DOODUV 6RELU» �

3ULRUDW3ULRUDW � 3ULRUDW3ULRUDW �

6HJDUUD6HJDUUD � 6HJDUUD6HJDUUD �

6ROVRQ³V6ROVRQ³V � 6ROVRQ³V6ROVRQ³V �

7HUUD $OWD7HUUD $OWD � 7HUUD $OWD7HUUD $OWD �

$OWD 5LEDJRUµD$OWD 5LEDJRUµD � $OWD 5LEDJRUµD$OWD 5LEDJRUµD �

&HUGDQ\D&HUGDQ\D � &HUGDQ\D&HUGDQ\D �

5LEHUD G
(EUH5LEHUD G
(EUH � 5LEHUD G
(EUH5LEHUD G
(EUH �

9DO G
$UDQ9DO G
$UDQ � 9DO G
$UDQ9DO G
$UDQ �
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$OW 8UJHOO$OW 8UJHOO � $OW 8UJHOO$OW 8UJHOO �

0RQWVL»0RQWVL» � 0RQWVL»0RQWVL» �

3OD G
8UJHOO3OD G
8UJHOO � 3OD G
8UJHOO3OD G
8UJHOO �

8UJHOO8UJHOO � 8UJHOO8UJHOO �

%DL[ (EUH%DL[ (EUH � %DL[ (EUH%DL[ (EUH �

%HUJXHG»%HUJXHG» � %HUJXHG»%HUJXHG» �

&RQFD GH %DUEHU»&RQFD GH %DUEHU» � &RQFD GH %DUEHU»&RQFD GH %DUEHU» �

$OW &DPS$OW &DPS � $OW &DPS$OW &DPS �

5LSROO³V5LSROO³V � 5LSROO³V5LSROO³V �

$OW (PSRUG»$OW (PSRUG» � $OW (PSRUG»$OW (PSRUG» �

6HJUL»6HJUL» � 6HJUL»6HJUL» �

$OW 3HQHG³V$OW 3HQHG³V � $OW 3HQHG³V$OW 3HQHG³V �

%DJHV%DJHV � %DJHV%DJHV �

%DL[ &DPS%DL[ &DPS � %DL[ &DPS%DL[ &DPS �

%DL[ (PSRUG»%DL[ (PSRUG» � %DL[ (PSRUG»%DL[ (PSRUG» �

%DL[ 3HQHG³V%DL[ 3HQHG³V � %DL[ 3HQHG³V%DL[ 3HQHG³V �

*DUURW[D*DUURW[D � *DUURW[D*DUURW[D �

2VRQD2VRQD � 2VRQD2VRQD �

3OD GH O
(VWDQ\3OD GH O
(VWDQ\ � 3OD GH O
(VWDQ\3OD GH O
(VWDQ\ �

6HOYD6HOYD � 6HOYD6HOYD �

$QRLD$QRLD � $QRLD$QRLD �

%DUFHORQ³V%DUFHORQ³V � %DUFHORQ³V%DUFHORQ³V �

0DUHVPH0DUHVPH � 0DUHVPH0DUHVPH �

7DUUDJRQ³V7DUUDJRQ³V � 7DUUDJRQ³V7DUUDJRQ³V �

%DL[ /OREUHJDW%DL[ /OREUHJDW � %DL[ /OREUHJDW%DL[ /OREUHJDW �

*DUUDI*DUUDI � *DUUDI*DUUDI �

*LURQ³V*LURQ³V � *LURQ³V*LURQ³V �

9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO � 9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO9DOO³V 2FFLGHQWDO �

9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO � 9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO9DOOHV 2ULHQWDO �

6RXUFH� ,QVWLWXWR GH (VWDG¯VWLFD GH &DWDOXQ\D DQG RZQ HODERUDWLRQ


